
 
 

Enzen and TOKN announce new partnership to transform  
enterprise mobility within Australian utilities 

 
The collaboration sees the launch of a new low-cost, low-code solution  

that will improve the efficiency of power, water and gas operations  

 
Adelaide, 21 February 2023. Enzen, the global knowledge enterprise specialising in energy and 

water, has partnered with leading enterprise mobility innovator TOKN to launch a new cloud-based 

solution that will accelerate the digitalisation of Australian utilities.  

 

TOKN is an award-winning global innovative software company, specialising in low-code app build, 

integration and device management. Through TOKN’s patented Integration Platform as a Service 

(iPaaS) technology, the two companies have developed ZenConnect – a customisable mobile 

solution that enables power, water and gas field operatives to access real-time information about 

network assets in a streamlined, user-friendly way.  

 

By seamlessly assimilating data from different sources and systems, ZenConnect offers asset, 

customer and supply chain teams a unified experience of utility assets. Through a single interface 

that’s aligned to global best practices, operatives can access location, site, performance and 

inspection history data with ease, improving workflow management, operational efficiency and 

productivity in the process. 

 

Through ZenConnect, utilities will benefit from superior data quality, more standardised, automated 

business systems and a more connected, empowered workforce. Removing utilities’ dependency on 

legacy applications that are no longer fit-for-purpose, ZenConnect will also crucially reduce enterprise 

expenditure and enable networks to evolve their operations efficiently in a digitalised world. 

 

Dina Williams, Executive Director and Head of Digital Enterprise Solutions and Transformation at 

Enzen Australia, said: “There is a growing need in the Australian utilities market for a mobile enterprise 

solution that enables networks to transform their operations in line with the demands of the energy 

transition.  

 

“The combination of Enzen’s deep domain utilities knowledge and TOKN’s innovative technology give 

power, water and gas networks a huge opportunity to accelerate their digitalisation at low cost. Built 



 
 

specifically for utilities, ZenConnect integrates with most enterprise systems and mobile devices, is 

highly configurable and can be rapidly deployed across different functions.” 

 

Clinton Schroeder, CEO and Founder of TOKN, said: “We are excited to form this partnership with 

Enzen. Both our organisations have a common strategy to drive the digitalisation of enterprise in 

industry through best-of-breed processes that deliver advantages in productivity, efficiency and 

safety. We’re looking forward to rolling out this customised, flexible solution for the Australian utilities 

market and beyond.”  

 

ZenConnect utilises the TOKN platforms full mobile device management capability, and seamlessly 

works on iOS/Android/tablets desktop with no specialised adoption and also offers offline capability. 

It integrates with multiple backend systems, SAP/Oracle/IFS, GPS and other native phone features 

such as bar code scan, photos, videos, notations, chat and emails. 

 
[ends]  

 
For more information contact:  
Dina Williams, Executive Director and Head of Enterprise Solutions and Transformation, 
Enzen Australia 
E: dina.williams@enzen.com  
T: +61 477 177 002 
 
 

About Enzen 
Enzen is a global, professional, knowledge enterprise that focuses on gaining, refining and sharing expertise in 
the energy and utility sector. It provides strategic advisory and execution of outcome-driven solutions to over 
250+ leading businesses, governments, non-governmental organisations, and not-for-profits. 
  
Enzen aspires to make energy and water accessible, affordable and sustainable for all through innovative 
models, technology and applications. We work with customers across the value chain to deliver sustainable and 
lasting improvements to their efficiency and performance, increasing their value to their customers and owners. 
 
Our goal is to support large consumers of energy and water and improve the sustainability of resources by 
increasing efficiency and optimising existing operations. Besides this, we develop the commercially successful 
use of renewable resources to deliver a transformative advantage for our customers.   
 
Enzen is unique in providing a wide range of strategic advisory, engineering services and solutions from end-
to-end for the power, water, gas and renewable energy sectors, supported by our specialised and unique 
Centres of Excellence. It’s this focus on sector expertise, experience, insights and learning that means we define 
our employees as ‘knowledge practitioners’. 
 
The business, founded in 2006, now has a presence in Australia, Africa, India, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, the UK 
and the US. Visit enzen.com.  
 



 
 

About TOKN 
 
Found in 2016, TOKN is an award-winning software company. Its flagship product is a cost-effective workforce 
automation platform, connecting employees and delivering real-time information to keep them safe, up-to-date 
and more productive.  
 
TOKN has a unique, patented and flexible technology platform-as-a-service and cloud architecture that drives 
out-of-the box value for its enterprise customers. TOKN provides a low-code application development 
environment and a host of digital app template solutions for workplace safety, comms and asset management, 
all of which are fully integrated.  
 
TOKN is used globally across multiple industries. With a growing base of local and international enterprise 
customers, TOKN looks to partner with industry to help bring more innovative solutions to customers. Visit 
www.tokntechnology.com. 
 


